Countdown to Funding Reform –
Managing Financial Risk In Your MTFP
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Countdown to Funding Reform
Main questions
•

Do you fully understand the depth and breadth of reforms,
how they will be implemented and how the new system of
business rates retention will operate?

•

What are the financial implications for existing local
funding streams, including funding baselines, revenue
grants and business rates income?

•

Where are the critical local financial risks from the wide
range of funding reforms being implemented and how
best can these be assessed?

•

How will risk and reward for the future business rates
retention scheme work after 2020?

•

How will reform affect the existing local business rates
pilot and pooling arrangements and what opportunities
will there be for pooling in the future?

•

Most immediately, what should our medium term
financial plans forecast for the impact of the funding
reforms and SR 2019?
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Countdown to Funding Reform
Our ‘lead in’ programme of events
•

June 2018 Resetting your MTFP 2019/20 to 2021/22

•

October 2018 Managing financial risk and resilience

•

January 2019 Settlement 2019/20 and the road ahead

•

May 2019 Funding reform and SR19: Preparing your
MTFP 2020/21 to 2022/23

•

September 2019 Budgeting for 2020/21 – responding
to the final consultation and managing the uncertainties

•

November 2019 Baseline funding and the impact of
transitional arrangements

•

January 2020 Settlement 2020/21: Understanding your
new funding streams and the implications arising

•

April 2020 Funding reform: what next and managing
medium term uncertainty – building an MTFP fit for the
new funding system
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Countdown to Funding Reform
Resource Planning Hub
•

New section titled ‘Countdown to Funding Reform’

•

Keep up to date with all funding reform developments

•

Analysis and impact on future projections

•

Individual authority tools on:

–

Revised balance of funding

–

Potential projections for sources of revenue
including e.g. from S19; NHB; BRB

•

Access to existing 120+ pages of advice and guidance
and existing other 13 tools which will continue to be
updated regularly

•

Complimentary access to our events programme –
closely aligned with the Hub itself
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Outline for the briefing today
• Countdown to reform – progress to date and the latest on the
reform agenda
• Forecasting levels of funding for the 2019/20 to 2021/2022
MTFP – helping you meet the challenge
• Annual update on trends in local government finance –
understanding how tends are evolving and what it means for
future financial resilience
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Countdown to funding reform – progress to date
and the latest on the reform agenda
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How did we get here?
• April 2013 - Business Rates Retention introduced
• October 2015 – Chancellor announces 100% BRR at April 2019 and
a Review of Funding: not sure if for 2019/20 or 2020/21
• April 2016 - CLG / LGA working groups set up and start meeting
• December 2016 – first tranche 100% BRR pilots agreed for 2017/18
• January 2017 - Draft primary legislation published
• Early 2017 - Call for evidence on Fair Funding and BRR consultation
• May 2017 election – the primary legislation falls; FFR to continue
• Summer 2017 – announcement of move to 75% BRR; confirmation of
new BRB and continuation of FFR. All for 2020/21
• December 2017 – second tranche of 100% BRR Pilots announced
for 2018/19
• March 2018 – confirmation of SR19 in 2019, Budget 2018 to set
framework
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Timetable for funding reform
•

Set to be introduced for 2020/21

•

Set funding baselines and finalise transitional arrangements Oct 2019 –
January 2020

•

Large amount of technical work in short period of time and political
decision making to be made but already losing some time e.g. nothing
on top slice (April) or other elements of FFR

•

Experience of the review of Police Formula Funding and Schools
Funding
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Key dates for Steering Group - latest
Date

Issues

May 2018

Risk & gearing; appeals and loss payments; update on Pool prospectus;
update on FFR consultation

July 2018

Resets and measuring growth, Revaluation; BRR transitional
arrangements; Pooling; FFR – structure of needs assessment, treatment
of relative resources, principles for transitional arrangements

Oct 2018

Overall short term package and future reform; update on SR
Potential consultation on BR Baseline Reset

Early 2019

Technical BRR consultation and links to FFR; SR emerging issues
Potential consultation on BR Baseline Reset

Mid 2019

Results of consultations (hopefully); SR emerging issues

Later 2019

Indicative impact of systemic changes potentially this late
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Information since January 2018
• No new formal consultations
• Latest from Steering Group and sub-groups
– Designing reformed BRR
– Fair Funding Review
– Resetting Business Rates Baseline

• MHCLG Committee Report
• IFS reports on funding and business rates
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Latest from Steering Group and sub-groups
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

A safety net should be maintained; continue to set relative to baseline funding
levels and could be set at a higher level for local authorities delivering upper tier
functions
A safety net funded from a top-slice of business rates income is most likely – a
key piece of work will be identifying the method to calculate the level of top-slice
needed
Systems Design Working Group has previously asked MHCLG to address
excessive growth retention and MHCLG believes that is desirable, current
legislative cap defining level of levy to be paid could be raised to capture only
excessive growth
Both the government and the sector support the scrapping of the levy
In two tier areas what share of income will be received by the county and districts
could be determined locally, with a backstop
There should not be a move to centralising appeals until the next Revaluation in
April 2021
BRB discussions underway, large volume of technical issues to discuss
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Latest from Steering Group and sub-groups
- key questions
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The higher the safety net, the more that could be required from the top slice of
business rates income
What method will be used to top-slice business rates income (will it be a top-slice
relative to baseline or actual income)?
How much will need to be raised each year and how often will there be changes to
the amounts raised?
At what level will ‘excessive’ be defined and what proportion of this ‘excessive’
income will not be retained locally? Will this link in to the funding of the safety net?
How much notice will authorities have of the change to tier splits? If determined
locally, what timetable will local decision-making work to?
How late will details on the reset of BRB be provided?
Will changes to BRB be transitioned?
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MHCLG distribution of growth – total £m growth

• The aggregate of local growth is forecast at £2.5bn (which will reflect a variety of
shares of business rates including 150 local authorities sharing in 100% BRR);
• Of the £2.5bn, Shire Districts and London Boroughs gained the largest share
(£0.6bn each), and also the GLA alone also gained £0.3bn;
• The remainder of the gains were mostly in Unitary and Metropolitan authorities
(£0.4bn each). Shire Counties only gained £0.1bn; and
• Across two tier areas, the total aggregate gains are estimated at £0.7bn.
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MHCLG distribution of growth – relative to baseline

•
•
•
•

For Shire District councils overall, the aggregate forecast growth represents 111% of their
baseline funding and for the GLA 31% of its baseline funding;
The levels of gains as a proportion of aggregate baseline funding were more equally
distributed across London Boroughs (31%), Unitary Authorities (17%) and Metropolitan
Authorities (17%);
Gains relative to aggregate baseline funding were far lower for Fire and Rescue Authorities
(5%) and Shire Counties (4%); and
Combining the Shire District and County Council shares would show growth as a proportion
of baseline funding at 23%.
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MHCLG analysis of distribution of safety net
payments
•

The levels of safety net payment have declined over time from £199m in
2013/14 to only £14m and £12m (projected) in 2016/17 and 2017/18
respectively;

•

Over the period of 5 years, there had been a total of 149 safety net payments
to Shire Districts (declining from 57 in 2013/14 to 15 in 2017/18) but none to
County Councils;

•

Over the period there had been a small number of safety net payments made
to Unitary Authorities (12); London Boroughs (11) and Metropolitan Authorities
(3).
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Main messages from MHCLG analysis
•

“It is clear that Shire Districts have seen significantly higher growth than any
other classification of local authority when this is expressed as a proportion of
baseline funding”

•

“Tables demonstrate how fundamental the tier split is to setting the levels of
risk and potential for reward in two tier areas. In this respect the tier split has
ensured that the risk carried by county councils is minimal and district
councils benefit the most from any growth achieved”

•

Safety net payments nationally very small in last two years and will increase
where higher level of safety net in future – but at these levels not a massive
‘top slice’
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MHCLG and the two tier split (1)
•

MHCLG proposes working on design of new tier split through the Spring
and Summer

•

MHCLG asks whether two tier areas should be able to propose their own
tier split – believe the Working Group and wider sector are supportive of
this proposition

•

Further work will needed to be undertaken to understand how it could be
enacted alongside the current processes for establishing pools
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MHCLG and the two tier split (2)
•

For shire districts a reduction to their split could result in a significant
reduction in the additional income from future gains in businesses rates
(which would anyhow potentially decline with a reset of the business rates
baselines in 2020/21) - level of this decline could be moderated with
removal of current levy (although note local Pooling/Pilot arrangements
determine how material the removal of the levy will be)

•

In County Councils the opposite is true - an increased tier split potentially
providing higher shares of growth, although how much change they will
experience will be influenced by both the reset of the business rates
baseline and any local Pooling/Pilot arrangements
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MHCLG and centralisation of appeals (1)
•

For 2013 the gov’t ‘top-sliced’ £1.9bn in anticipation of future losses as a
result of successful appeals - based on estimates of outstanding appeals
against the 2005 / 2010 ratings lists

•

The £1.9bn top-slice reduced aggregate business rates baseline
apportioned between authorities proportionately to individual business
rates baselines

•

Some authorities have therefore experienced losses larger than their
portion of the top-slice and some have experienced losses smaller than
the portion allocated to them
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MHCLG and centralisation of appeals (2)
•

Given local authorities have already made provisions for valuation changes against the 2010
and 2017 lists, centralising compensation mid List would be problematic because:
–

–

–

–

MHCLG would have to find a way of transferring some of the locally held provisions - it is not clear
what the mechanics of this would be;
Appeals do not work their way through the system at a consistent rate - some authorities may have
had the majority of their appeals resolved at transition and so have spent their provisions and
released those not needed and others could be awaiting the resolution of the majority of their
appeals;
Estimates that local authorities have already made over the level of provision required are likely to
differ from central estimates that take account of the level of provision required across local
government as a whole; and
It would also be difficult to determine how much of the money already put aside should remain in
local provisions in order to cover losses for reasons other than valuation only change.

•

Benefit of streamlining risks relating to appeals would actually be counteracted by significant
added complexity in the system and uncertainty for local authorities

•

Proposal is for centralised system to be introduced with the next revaluation (2021/22) and
that this could be used to cover future valuation changes against the 2021 list
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Fair Funding Review – consultation responses (1)
•

Broad support for:
–
–

•

Uncertainty of positioning of:
–
–
–

•

Foundation Formula and maintaining a small number of service specific formulas
Principle of having an Area Cost Adjustment

Waste Collection and Disposal services - whether it should form part of the Foundation
Formula or whether it is sufficiently different to have its own formula
Local Bus Support and Concessionary Travel – population vs usage or provision driving if
separate or part of Foundation funding
Whether Home to School Transport needs distinct funding formula outside new broader
Children’s Services formula

Potentially specific formulas for:
–

–

–

Non-HRA Housing and Homelessness: will need to explore the potential for a specific housing
formula, any correlation with the Foundation Formula, and consider the most appropriate cost
drivers
Public Health: a significant number of respondents took the opportunity to make the case for a
specific formula to allocate public health funding if agreement to devolve this is reached with
the Department of Health and Social Care
Fixed costs: The current needs assessment includes a fixed cost formula as part of the EPCS
service block, and some authorities identified the need to retain this in respect of corporate
costs and democratic services
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Fair Funding Review – consultation responses (2)
•

Areas potentially significant for a small number of authorities
–
–
–

•

Cost drivers
–

–
–

•

Flood prevention and Coastal protection
Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children
People with No Recourse to Public Funds

Population: Mixed views regarding the frequency of updating population projections – some
prioritised financial certainty over frequency; other population factors raised include impact of density,
daytime population, student populations and migration
Deprivation: widely recognised as a key cost driver, and there was some support behind the potential
use of the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) as a proxy.
Rurality mixed views of it as a key cost driver in the Foundation Formula. Some felt it needed a
strong(er) evidence base or better reflected through an Area Cost Adjustment; and if rurality is to be
included, a measure of density should also be reflected

Analytical techniques
–
–
–
–

Use of analytical techniques as a way of robustly weighting cost drivers supported
Some scepticism around the sole use of past expenditure as a dependent variable, for example, on
account of potential pockets of ‘unmet need’. However, few alternatives suggested
Adoption of multi-level modelling widely welcomed as a more robust approach for service areas
which represent a significant proportion of expenditure
Significant support for ‘sense-checking’ the results of any analysis with experts in the sector
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The Reset
•

Implementation Working Group Papers published late May covering:
–
–
–
–

Growth to date
Reset 2020: main issues
Reset 2020: practicalities of measuring income
Future work programme

•

Huge exercise in itself

•

Everyone planning for 2020/21 still in the dark as to how it will look (or even
might look)

•

Initial consultation could be late 2018 but maybe as late as early 2019
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The Reset – growth
•

Income above baseline has been:
–
–
–
–
–
–

13/14: £0.402m (3.7%)
14/15: £0.394m (3.5%)
15/16: £0.701m (6.2%)
16/17: £0.125m (1.1%)
17/18: £0.729m (forecast) (6.3%)
18/19: £1.606m (forecast) (13.4%)

•

But this includes safety net and levy payments, pool gains, applying
deficits to calculate income

•

Impact on variance to national allowance for appeals (£1.9bn or 7.8%) is
simply unknown

•

So when is ‘growth’ not ‘growth’ – when it refers to business rates! No one
knows what the actual £ growth has been to date nationally
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The Reset – how it was set in 2013/14
•

Estimated Business Rates Aggregate (EBRA) based on
– RV at September 2012, projected for March 2013
– Applied small business multiplier to give national gross rates yield
– Adjusted for various items including SBRR, transitional arrangements, EZs, Losses on
Collection, Appeals etc

•

EBRA apportioned between authorities
– Applied local government share of 50%
– Apportioned across billing authorities
– Apportioned across Billing / Major Precepting Authorities

•

Proportionate shares of national business rates collected in 2010/11 and
2011/12
– Amounts stripped out for transitional arrangements, bad debts, deferments etc

•

But method should be revisited for 2020/21 due to data changes and to
eliminate less desirable impacts of 2013/14 methodology
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The Reset 2013/14 – lessons
•

But method should be revisited for 2020/21 due to:
– Data changes; and
– To eliminate less desirable impacts of 2013/14 methodology

•

These included:
– EBRA was set too high
– Latest date used was 2011/12 meaning significant changes to local rate bases
were not factored in making significant difference to some authorities
– Use of a two year average had an impact
– Significant differences between a two year and five year average

•

So a new methodology could be used to set the 2020/21 business rates
baselines and what this might look like is unknown
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The Reset 2020/21 – main issues identified
•

One or two stage process – is it a share of a national aggregate or whether based
directly from NNDR figures for one year

•

Top down vs Bottom Up – partly driven by how to ‘measure income’

•

Which base year – is it 2019/20 or 2020/21 (i.e. where is growth assumed to start; an
EBRA for 2019/20 or a projected EBRA for 2020/21)

•

Spot or average – as income is net of appeals believe it might be more feasible to
use one year of data or a hybrid approach

•

Which dataset – NNDR1 or NNDR3, but former unreliable and latter not known for
2019/20 when baselines set

•

Year 2 revision to baselines – revise 2020/21 and 2021/22 baselines with 2019/20
NNDR3 data (per Revaluation). With Revaluation 2021tariffs and top ups could be
subject to significant revision 2020/21; 2021/22 and 2022/23, creating instability
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The Reset 2020/21 – measuring income
•

A top down approach to setting baselines requires establishing gross rates payable (GRP) but
NNDR3 GRP is inclusive of prior year adjustments

•

Potentially from 2018/19 GRP in NNDR3 could be broken down to show ‘in-year’ income and
‘prior year adjustments’ – but why has it taken so long for this fundamental weakness in
the data to be recognised?

•

Upward trend on mandatory reliefs – how to future proof the impact?

•

Discretionary reliefs – locally determined so should these be stripped out?

•

Transitional protection payments and interaction with appeals

•

Leave in or strip out bad debts?

•

Appeals at NNDR3 include:
–
–
–

Repayments of that years income
Adjustments to previous estimates of amounts required in provisions
These are not separated out
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The Reset 2020/21 – measuring income:
conclusions
•

Baselines fixed on NNDR3 data for the base year, but this will require
adjustments to baselines for NNDR3 2019/20 when known

•

Top down approach likely required – would need to amend future NNDR3s
to provide in-year income excluding prior year adjustments, but if introduced
in 2018/19 there would be only one year of data for this!

•

Deduction for bad debts based on an average over x years

•

Deduction for appeals provision required – but excluding adjustments to
prior years provisions

•

There will be detailed calculation of EBRA and for individual shares (both
creating potentially significant variations)
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CLG / LGA IWG to consider the following
When

What

June – July

BRB; Transitional Protection

July - December

BRB; Re-sets; Safety Net; Appeals; Transitional
Arrangements; Revaluation 2021; Growth

January 2019 onwards

Legislation; Data requirements; Measuring growth under
new scheme plus all issues once design of scheme clearer
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MHCLG Select Committee Report recommendations
Government:
•
Publishes timeline for the forthcoming consultations and the key milestones to implementation of 75%
BRR and the outcome of the Fair Funding Review
•
Ensures that councils receive indicative figures for the impact of 75% BRR for their individual
authority by spring 2019 and final figures by summer 2019 at the latest
•
Consults local authorities on the arrangements for transitional funding at the earliest opportunity
•
Makes clear intention as to whether it intends to reintroduce legislation for 100% BRR and, if it does,
sets out a clear time frame for implementation
•
Allows local government to use the additional revenue gained from 75% BRR to fund existing cost
pressures
•
Before the end of 2018/19, the it should review the link between the incentives provided by further
BRR and local economic growth and consider whether councils need to be provided with a wider
range of levers and incentives to grow their local economies
•
Considers how to capture revenue from online businesses with a view to strengthening the business
rates tax base prior to implementation of 75% BRR in 2020/21 and announce how it intends to
undertake this work, and the timescales for it, within the next three months
•
Provides a full response in relation to research undertaken by LG Futures - their method for reducing
the formula’s complexity offers the possibility of properly balancing the aims of simplicity and fairness
•
Should ensure that, in preparing the social care Green Paper, proper consideration is given to how
the ongoing reforms to local government funding will affect the funding available for social care, as
well as to how the funding reforms to social care will impact on local government funding
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IFS reports on funding and business rates
•

There is no correlation between changes in business rates revenue-raising
capacity for an authority and changes in population or increases in
economic growth

•

In the recent past there has not been a clear link between business rates
revenues councils are incentivised to grow and broader measures of local
economic growth

•

Allowing councils to retain the gains or losses in revenues from revaluations
could provide an incentive more closely aligned to broader economic growth

•

"it is unclear how much can actually be learnt from the pilots"
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Finding the latest information
• CLG/LGA groups
https://www.local.gov.uk/topics/finance-and-business-rates/business-ratesretention
• MHCLG Report
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commonsselect/communities-and-local-government-committee/inquiries/parliament2017/business-rates-retention-17-19/

• IFS reports
https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/R141.pdf
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/12913
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Summary – session one
What we do know

What we don’t know

•

•

Much more on FFR (since Dec)

•

Much more on the Reset (since
Dec)

•

Detailed proposals for future
risk / reward mechanisms

•

Transitional arrangements – for
all or just some reforms

•

•

•

Centralisation of appeals not
until 2021/22

Two tier split a key focus of
redesigning BRR
No levy, but a safety net
(possibly variable) and a top
slice (possibly small)
Large amount of technical
detail still unclear in June 2018
much as in December 2017
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Forecasting levels of funding for the 2019/20 to
2021/2022 MTFP – helping you meet the challenge
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What are we trying to provide you in the next hour?
•

Understanding of the many factors in play and how they may change at
2020/21 and beyond

•

Highlighting where the uncertainty is greatest, and where uncertainty is of
greatest concern for your authority

•

Outlining different assumptions you may wish to make and the reasoning
behind them

•

Emphasising the importance of a risk managed approach to projections
based on your local balance of funding

•

Reminding you of the critical link to your levels of reserves and the role they
could play in compensating for the future uncertainties
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2019/20 – how much is this a simple done deal?
•
•

•

•
•

Funding reductions already announced
Grants - Will there continue to be additional surprises at the settlement. In
recent years the trend has been for increased resources announced at the
settlement or after
– Increased RSDG
– Increased social care funding
Is anything more expected on council tax i.e.
– Increased freedoms for 2017/18 and 2018/19 on ASC Precept may
mean no increase for some authorities in 2019/20
– 3% or greater referendum limit?
New Homes Bonus – How will the indicative amounts compare to actuals
for the 2019/20 in-year allocation?
Business Rate Pilot uncertainty for 2018/19 pilots and 2019/20 applicants
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The MTFP challenge – 2020/21
SR2019

SFA

Fair Funding
Review

The Reset

BRB

Split of local
shares

BRB Growth

Annual
performance

NHB

Government
reform

Split of local
shares / risk

Local and
national performance
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And in 2021/22
• Unwinding of transitional funding arrangements
– FFR
– BRB reset

• Updated BRB for 2019/20 data
• Revaluation 2021

• Centralisation of appeals
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s31 grants
•

Increased value year on year, due to:
– Multiplier cap / early shift to CPI (now included as a funding line in the
CSP)
– Policy changes reducing business rates received by authorities
• Increased reliefs (lower value in 2019/20)
• Increased SBRR thresholds

•

Subject to a number of changes over recent months i.e.
– Change to the calculation for the SBRR compensation (due to the
threshold changes) – Expected
– Change in the compensation multiplier from 10/480 to 11/480
– Correction to the Multiplier compensation for Pilot authorities in 2018/19
(but not 2017/18)
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Summary of issues affecting resource distributions
•

SFA

•

– Partial or full reset?
– Will growth since 2013/14 be
included or not?
– What method used to distribute
growth since 2013/14?
– How will estimate of level of business
rates at 2019/20 be made?
– Will there be transitional
arrangements?

– Fair Funding Review will reset need;
could roll in new funding e.g. RSDG,
IBCF, adult social care precept
– Transitional arrangements
– SR19 will determine if the SFA will be
reduced as part of SR19
reductions/redirections and if
multiplier increases remain neutral

•

BRB

•

Business Rates Growth
– Actual level of business rates at
2019/20 – what will it be?
– What will be the new shares for
business rates (two tier areas)?
– Growth from April 2020
– Revaluation and Centralisation of
Appeals April 2021
– Future Pooling arrangements?

New Homes Bonus
– Impact of SR19 on national funding
levels and on distributions
– House building growth by 2020/21
and distributional impact (level of
deadweight increasing?)
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Reminder of SR15
SR15: Reductions to CSP grants
14.0
12.0

11.5
9.5

£bn

10.0

8.0
6.0

5.4

4.0

2.3

2.2

2.0

1.0 0.9

1.0

0.0
Total

RSG
2015/16

NHB
2019/20

Other

Main points
•

LG DEL cut by £6.1bn (53%) over 4 years

•

£7.3bn reduction to RSG part offset by increase of £1.3bn ‘other’

•

£6bn added to council tax revenues

•

Total at 2019/20 (£5.4bn) less than total cuts (£6.1bn) over the period
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Some key questions?
•

Rate of reductions per SR15: not the same fiscal necessity for
reductions but level of protections / re-investments could be +/-

•

Assume a 3 year SR to 20/21 to 22/23 (May 2022 election) but can we
anticipate front/back ended weigthing?

•

Where reductions applied as crucial as level of reductions
– SFA i.e. reduction to grant (rolled in) / business rates funding or
– NHB

•

Reductions to SFA messy - back to ‘negative’ RSG. But are NHB
reductions cleaner and simpler?

•

Social Care Green Paper and impact on funding levels

•

Anticipated business rates growth (affordability for higher cuts)

•

Future strategy for council tax increases
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Scenarios for reductions at SR19
Possible Scenarios
•

SFA reduction
– Half rate of SR15 percentage reductions e.g. 25% = £1.4bn
– Quarter rate of SR15 percentage reductions e.g.12.5% = £0.7bn

– No reductions
•

Other alternatives e.g. targeted reductions to NHB only, at 50% = £0.5bn

•

Mixture of the above e.g. 12.5% reductions of which half targeted at NHB

•

But where there are reductions to RSG includes continuation of negative RSG
i.e. applied to SFA
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Risk Analysis (1)
Material
loss

Risk
Material reductions to SFA Funding expected
A high proportion of resources is received through
NHB – this could be lost through reductions to the
national pot (and / or more new houses raising the
deadweight)
Other specific grants subject to a further round of
reductions (e.g. Public Health; Housing Benefit
Administration Grant subsidy)

Overall impact of changes at SR19
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Not
material

Material
Gain

Fair Funding Review for 2020/21:
What will it affect? (1)
•

Determining Need
– The cost drivers consultation paper initially suggested a much simpler generic
formula to distribute funding. However, as the paper went on to introduce the
specialist blocks for Social Care and other services, this potentially is going to
leave very little in any general pot
– Therefore, the actual “need” figure of an authority is still likely to be determined
by a combination of generic and service specific cost drivers. Hopefully, its
presentation will be simpler to understand

•

Determining Resources (deducted from need)
– Historically, the issues within this calculation were around: its size i.e. what is
the notional band D rate that all authorities tax base is multiplied by, how often
this amount should be updated, and the tier splits of the amount
– Whilst these factors remain, other complications in this block include: the
treatment of the Social Care Precept, the potential actual versus notional issue
for council tax rate, and whether this block can be allowed to result in a negative
funding allocation
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Fair Funding Review for 2020/21:
What will it affect? (2)
•

Transition
– This block potentially could be the most significant for a number of
authorities. There are funding amounts that still reflect damping from
2013/14 which need to be unwound
– If the block is based on actuals for 2019/20, authorities could continue to
receive protection over the transition period
– Key issues in this block could be:
• (i) What funding streams are included i.e. SFA only?
• (ii) The pace of movement from the 2019/20 i.e. does it unwind over 2 years, 4
years etc? and
• (iii) Will it be based on absolute amounts or a new approach, such as funding
per head. This final point is also linked to the related point regarding how often
the determination of “need” will be updated.

– For an authority, each of these three could be important, depending on their
own position
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Fair Funding Review for 2020/21:
What will it affect? (3)
Need
•

•

Baseline
Need

Transition

Resources

The importance of each of the three stages will be different for individual authorities.
For an authority, each of these three blocks could be important, depending on their
own local position
Changes to the Baseline Need amount will result in a change to an authority’s Top
Up / Tariff amount so that for any given level of business rates collected, a higher /
lower amount of resources will be retained e.g.
Baseline Need - £1m

Existing
£m

Baseline Need
less NNDR Baseline
= (Tariff) / Top Up
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Revised
£m

5

4

20

20

(15)

(16)

Fair Funding Review for 2020/21:
What will it affect? (4)
Need

•
•
•

Significant population changes
Methodology change / Data choice
Political bias – e.g. sparsity

Resources

•
•

Low / high taxbase authorities
Potentially high / low tax rate

Transition

•
•

Previously protected
Expected large winners / losers

Baseline
Need

•
•
•

Low taxbase / high need authorities (i.e. % from CT lower)
Limited other local income sources
Limited business rates growth
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Risk Analysis (2)
Material
loss

Risk
Local Authority previously protected by damping at the
2013/14 settlement – this funding would be lost (less
cuts) prior to new changes to formulae / data
New Formulae alter the distribution of funding
New Data sets alter the distribution of funding
Up to date data alters the funding distribution
Actual Council tax levels used, altering the funding
distribution
Transitional arrangements limit funding changes

Overall potential losses from FFR
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Not
material

Material
Gain

Potential impact of Reset of BRB
•

•

•

The reset will alter
NNDR Baseline
amounts
This is just as
material as altering
Baseline Need
Authorities could
gain / lose from
changes to both
baselines e.g.
– Reduced Baseline
Need of £1m
– Increased NNDR
Baseline of £1m

Existing
£m
Baseline Need

Change
£m

Revised
£m

5

(1)

4

less NNDR Baseline

(20)

(1)

(21)

= (Tariff) / Top Up

(15)

(2)

(17)

Existing
£m
Business Rates Collected
less Tariff

21

Change
£m

Revised
£m
-

(15)

= Resources

6
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21
(17)

(2)

4

Reminder of some key questions?
•

Partial or full reset?

•

How will growth since 2013/4 be treated?

•

What method used to distribute growth since 2013/14?

•

How will estimate of level of business rates at 2019/20 be made? Will
this include a projection for growth to end of 2019/20?

•

How will the national business rates baseline be split across authorities?
How many years data will be used and which years?

•

Will there be transitional arrangements?
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What might happen…..
(based on 2013/14 and the 2017 technical paper)
•

Full Reset (in principle) – based on forecast 2019/20 business rates to be
collected. This will now only reflect business rates, with S31 grants* no
longer needed (as the Baseline NNDR amount will reflect the current
design of the scheme)

•

At a national level this may mean that the NNDR Baseline increases by
the level of growth to date since 2013/14. An increase in NNDR Baseline
would also allow an increase in Baseline Need (of the same amount)
thereby changing the pattern of resource distribution from local growth to
the relative need formulae

* Outstanding issue regarding the multiplier cap compensation
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What might happen…..
No Reset
@ 50%

0% Reset
@ 75%

£bn

£bn

50% Partial
Reset @
75%
£bn

Full Reset
@ 75%
£bn

NNDR Income

26.8

26.8

26.8

26.8

Local Share

13.4

20.1

20.1

20.1

NNDR Baseline / Baseline Need

12.2

18.3

19.2

20.1

1.2

1.8

0.9

0.0

Growth (distributed locally)
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What might happen…..
•
•
•
•

Local NNDR Baseline determination …
Assumes forecast business rates income of £130m for 2019/20
6 year average business rates actuals determined 2013/14 to 2018/19
The total for all authorities is then used to determine each authorities %
of the national pot e.g.
– Authority A average = £30m
– Authority B average = £20m
– Authority C average = £50m

•

•

£100m

30% share
20% share
50% share

It is important to note that this is an average and therefore the 2018/19
amounts will be higher than the £100m i.e. form the basis of the £130m
figure above
The shares are then multiplied by the national pot of £130m to determine
each authority’s new NNDR Baseline …
– Authority A average = 30% x £130m = £39m
– Authority B average = 20% x £130m = £26m
– Authority C average = 50% x £130m = £65m
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What does this mean?
•

If the methodology from 2013/14 is repeated, it will mean….
– The choice of years will be crucial (especially with the level of volatility
between years)
– The decision over the national baseline will impact on every authority
(i.e. as all authorities’ NNDR Baselines will be determined as a % of it)
– Therefore, issues such as how authorities are providing for appeals
not raised will be important (and the NHS trust issue)
– This approach favours authorities with the most recent growth (if a
longer average number of years is taken).
– If an authority had a sharp decline in the final year (or two), its
baseline may only part reflect this
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Risk Analysis (3)
Material
loss

Risk
Full Reset reducing current growth to zero (or even
lower)
Full Reset reducing current losses to zero (or even
growth)
Full Reset seeing an increase in Baseline Need, as
growth is transferred to SFA

Overall expected impact of Reset
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Not
material

Material
Gain

Potential impact of Redesigned 75% BRR
•

What do we know?

•

– No Centralisation of Appeals
(until 2021/22)
– There will be a topslice to fund a
safety net
– There will be a new two tier split
– Extra local share at unitary
councils: share of growth (or
losses) post 2020/21 higher
– 2010 and 2017 List Appeals
settled after April 2020 will have
higher cost locally (or potentially
lower in DCs)

What do we don’t know?
– How will the topslice figure
– Return of RSG top slice currently
funding safety net
– How will ‘excessive’ growth be
capped and used
– Will Districts get a lower share of
local business rates and if so,
how much lower?
– Will there be an option for locally
determined shares?
– Pooling
– Transitional arrangements
– Appeals provisions March 2020
– Completion of NNDR in two tier
areas for 2020/21 and beyond
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Remember levels of business rates growth
•

Six potential sources of business rates growth:
– Increases against a relatively low future baseline
– Growth that was happening regardless

– Growth directly from local policy changes driven by BRR
– Growth through revaluation increases (after 2021/22)

– Growth through adjustments to appeals provisions
– Gaming the system (will there be a system to game?)
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Risk Analysis (4)
Material
loss

Risk
Increased exposure to business rate volatility

Increased gains / losses from business rates

Loss in resources from the transfer of grants into
Baseline Need

Overall potential impact from 75% BRR
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Not
material

Material
Gain

How can this be translated into your MTFP?
•

Stage 1: your current balance of funding determines which reforms will
potentially have largest material affect – so what is your balance of funding?

•

Stage 2: those changes with transitional arrangements will have a slower
impact within the MFTP – which will or are likely to have such
arrangements?

•

Stage 3: which of the changing resources have an earmarked reserve
linked to it that can be used locally to smooth transition?

•

Stage 4: what type of MTFP does your authority typically prefer – level of
risk aversity as this will affect assumptions
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The balance of funding
•

What do we mean?

•

In a forensic review of your resources what are your resources linked to:
– SFA?
– Business Rates Baseline?
– Levels of business rates growth?

– NHB?
– Other Settlement driven grants?
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Why is this so important?
• Multiple changes in 2020/21
• Which are the most material changes for your authority?

• Which affect 2020/21?
• Which affect the years beyond 2020/21?
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Exemplification - Lower Tier
•

Lower Tier A

•

– Lose nil on reductions to NHB
– Lose £0.3m on quarter rate
reductions of SR15
– Lose £0.2m from reset of BRB
– Move to 25% share of local business
rates potentially immaterial

Lower Tier B
– Lose £0.4m on reductions to NHB
– Lose £0.3m on quarter rate reductions
of SR15
– Lose £1.6m from reset of BRB
– Move to 25%: could provide gains of
£0.2m p/a

•

So most concerned about
potential reductions to SFA

•

So most concerned about potential
reductions to NHB / Reset

•

But Council tax 61% of CSP;
Fees and charges £7.4m

•

But Council tax 49% of CSP; Fees
and charges £2.8m

•

So lower losses proportionately
and relatively

•

So higher losses proportionately
and relatively
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Exemplification - Upper Tier (Unitary)
•

Upper Tier C
– Lose £2.0m on reductions to NHB
– Lose £8.5m on quarter rate
reductions of SR15
– Lose £5.5m from reset of BRB
– Move to 75% share of local
business rates potentially material

•

Upper Tier D
– Lose £0.5m on reductions to NHB
– Lose £1.9m on quarter rate reductions
of SR15
– Lose £4.5m from reset of BRB
– Move to 75% share of local business
rates potentially material

•

So most concerned about potential
reductions to SFA / Reset

•

So most concerned about potential
reductions to SFA / Reset

•

But Council tax 49% of CSP; Fees and
charges £91m

•

But Council tax 70% of CSP; Fees and
charges £35.2m

•

So higher losses proportionately from SR
than the Reset and higher relatively

•

So higher losses proportionately from Reset
than SR

•

Possible gains from growth redistributed
at SFA very important

•

Possible gains from growth redistributed at
SFA very important
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Exemplification - Upper Tier (County)
•

Upper Tier E

•

– Lose £0.8m on reductions to NHB
– Lose £7.5m on quarter rate
reductions of SR15
– Lose £3.9m from reset of BRB
– Move to 50% share of local business
rates potentially material

Upper Tier F
– Lose £0.2m on reductions to NHB
– Lose £5.5m on quarter rate
reductions of SR15
– Lose £2.2m from reset of BRB
– Move to 50% share of local business
rates potentially material

•

So most concerned about
potential reductions to SFA /
Reset

•

So most concerned about
potential reductions to SFA /
Reset

•

But Council tax 74% of CSP;
Fees and charges £116m

•

But Council tax 74% of CSP;
Fees and charges £67m

•

So how existing growth
redistributed at SFA very
important

•

So how existing growth
redistributed at SFA very
important
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Summary for session 2
•

2019/20 is not a done deal – uncertainties remain for many authorities

•

2020/21 brings multiple reforms – importance of each reform varies from
authority to authority
– Balance of local funding at least as important as scenarios assumed

– Consider multiple scenarios where potential high impact on resources
– Simple single scenario where low impact on resources

•

Knowing which reforms matter most to your authority critical for developing
robust MTFP and responding to reforms effectively

•

How existing growth redistributed at SFA very important (if there is growth
and depending on how large it is)
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Annual update on trends in local government
finance
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Covering
• Council tax
– Taxbase growth
– LSCT and claimant numbers
– CTB1 variances

• Fees and charges

• Business rates
–
–
–
–

NNDR analysis
Growth in hereditaments
Appeals
Collection Fund analysis

• Reserves
– Actual
– Budgeted

– Total
– Services

• Implications for future balance of funding and approach
to reserves
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Council taxbase growth in 2018/19
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•

Nationally, there was an decrease in the
annual percentage rise in the taxbase, from
1.9% to 1.7%

•

The decrease occurred across all types of
authority equally and there were reductions in
all regions except the South West where it
was unchanged

•

In both years the biggest increases in the
taxbase were in London authorities

•

In both years the smallest increase in the
taxbase was in Shire districts

•

The largest decline in the rate of taxbase
increase was in EE, falling from 1.9% to 1.4%
growth

•

The North East and East of England (1.4%)
have estimated the lowest levels of increase
in their taxbase for 2018/19

Council taxbase growth longer term
• There is a step difference
between growth in the taxbase in
2012/13 (the last year before
technical changes and localised
support for council tax were
introduced) of 0.7%; and the 3
year average increase in the
size of the taxbase for 2016/17
to 2018/19 of 1.9%
• However in 2018/19 the increase
of 1.7% is below the 3 year
average
• Are the better times of taxbase
growth coming to an end?
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But perhaps untapped growth
Variance of CTB1 2017/18 to 2017/18 budget and 2018/19 budget
• Budgeted taxbase 2017/18

17.677m

• CTB1 2017

17.859m

1% above budgeted

• Budgeted taxbase 2018/19

17.973m

0.6% above CTB1

•

For example:
– MBC with 18/19 taxbase -4.9% below 2017 CTB1
– LBC with 18/19 taxbase -2.2% below 2017 CTB1
– UA with 18/19 taxbase -5.0% below 2017 CTB1
– CC with 18/19 taxbase -0.3% below 2017 CTB1
– DC with 18/19 taxbase -4.6% below 2017 CTB1

• 79 authorities with taxbase in 18/19 at or below 2017 CTB1
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LSCT – latest analysis
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•

In the latest quarter, there has
been decline in the number of
claimants of -3.0% (working
age) and -4.4% (pensioner age)

•

The decline in the last four
quarters in both working age
and pensioner claimants is less
than the decline in the previous
four quarters;

•

The decline in pensioner
claimant numbers is consistently
higher;

•

The difference between the
decline in pensioner claimant
numbers is reflected in analysis
of quarterly declines back to Q4
2015/16

Council tax – main messages
•

Council taxbase growth now slowing, though still wide variation across
authorities

•

Declines from reductions in LSCT greater amongst pensioner group therefore those authorities with higher proportions of pensioners (nationally
41% of claimant total) likely to see higher falls

•

Large minority of authorities with imbalance between budgeted taxbase and
CTB1 (and still likely high levels of C/F surpluses)

•

3% a likely working Referendum Limit for 2019/20 but SR could potentially
change the future ‘cap’

•

Remember the balance of funding – 40% of CSP in 13/14 has risen to 62%
of CSP by 2019/20
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Business rates – income distribution
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•

Chart 1 shows that once the business
rates multiplier (i.e. inflation) is taken
into account, the real growth in the
level of business rates distributed is
reduced by at least a half

•

Chart 1 suggests by the end of the
period, the real terms growth was
3.9% over the five years

•

The adjusted chart adding in s31 grant
income shows higher real terms
increases – although 2017/18 and
2018/19 is affected both as these are
NNDR1 and include the impact of
different treatment of extra s31 grant
from threshold changes

•

Chart 2 suggests by the end of the
period, the real terms growth was
9.7% over the five years (5.0% over 3
years actuals)

Business rates - levels of appeals at end 2016/17
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Business rates - comparative levels of budgeted repayments 2017/18 and
2018/19
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Business Rates – main messages
•

Growth in income shown as better than expected at 5.0% over first 3 years
and 9.7% over 5 years but NNDR1 tends to overstate income and
variances on provisions for appeals are ‘hidden’

•

There are still big variances in levels of growth between councils – so your
local analysis compared to national averages remains crucial

•

Proportions of NRP set aside for repayments declined in 2016/17 – with
continuing large variations

•

Levels of repayments assumed at NNDR1 lower in 2018/19 than in
2017/18, but cumulative set aside of 4.8% almost matches national MHCLG
assumption of 4.7% - large variations by authority continuing, but not as
extreme in 2018/19
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Local authority reserves – actual levels of reserves
Main points
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•

£5.0bn (34%) increase in
level of actual reserves
2011/12 to 2014/15,
followed by £1.5bn
reduction (8%)

•

Over whole period reserves
still higher by £3.5bn (24%)

•

District councils have
significantly higher rise in
reserves over the period

•

Significantly smaller
increases in reserves in
Counties

Local authority reserves – budgeted / actual levels
of reserves
Main points
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•

Actual levels of earmarked
reserves consistently
higher than forecast

•

However the difference is
declining and was at its
lowest (£2.9bn) in 2016/17

•

At end of 2016/17 reserves
still 25% higher than
projected at beginning of
year

Questions on future strategy for reserves
•
•
•
•

How robust have local estimates of reserves been 2011/12 to date?
Has there been a change in trends for budgeted 2018/19 and actual levels at end
2017/18?
Is there a degree of ‘slack’ in latest estimates / actuals?
If current actuals / estimates are commensurate with risks during the period to
2018/19, what could be the additional impact of:
– Changes in balance of funding
– Risks from the significant reforms to local government finance
– Increased (or decreased) risk of volatility in business rates from move to 75% rates
retention
– Potential impact of recession on funding

•

If additional reserves are required, do you have the resources to establish these
higher levels?
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Fees and charges income
Main points
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•

There was £0.437bn growth (3.8%)
in income from fees and charges
between 2015/16 and 2016/17

•

2016/17 was the first year in which
income exceeded levels of income
reported in 2009/10

•

The shortfall in ‘real terms’ income
had been increasing every year
except in 2013/14, rising from
£0.9bn in 2010/11 to £2.9bn in
2015/16

•

However in 2016/17 this shortfall
has declined to £2.6bn

•

In total over the 7 years there has
been a cumulative shortfall of
£15.9bn in income

Change in balance of funding– the impact on a
strategy for reserves
Showing
Projected balance of funding 2022/23
Percent of total funding sources
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•

One possible scenario
for balance of funding in
2022/23 (RSG and other
grants all rolled in)

•

Assumes trend of current
SR repeated (in shorter
timescale)

•

Move to BRR100% may
have been made by then!

•

Excludes additional
funding at SR19 that
might go to upper tier
councils
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Conclusions
• The balance of funding in 2022/23 will influence approach to the management of risk –
the larger the %s related to council tax and business rates could be highly influential
• Biggest local changes likely to be in District & County Councils from move to 75% BRR
and FFR
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The impact of MTFP assumptions for resources on levels of
general reserves of overall funding reductions – example
authority
Central projection

Optimistic

£10m

Pessimistic

30%

70%

£15m
£13.5m

Higher levels
of reserves needed?

Lower levels
of reserves needed?

Main messages and local actions
Main messages
•

By the end of the MTFP period, the focus of risk has moved fundamentally to locally raised
revenue and away from government grant

•

The local balance of funding and the local ratios between different sources of income is a
business critical future driver for your financial strategy and your capacity to absorb further
reductions

•

The implication of recession for future council income could be significant, but can you
factor in?

•

Is current local government approach to reserves strategy fit for future purpose of
managing risks to local sources of income?

Actions potentially needed
•

Local modelling of balance of funding, implications for managing risk, ability to influence
levels of income

•

Do you try to get the very most out of council tax as is most stable of sources (but for
LSCT)?

•

Sensitivity analysis of different types of loss and impact upon financial sustainability

•

Review of current reserves strategy for fitness for future purpose for 2020/21
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Resource Planning Hub
•

On-line tool to support preparing budget, MTFP and financial strategy

•

Key focus Countdown to Funding Reform
– Complimentary access to events (first place free per programme)
– New on-line section to be launched summer 2018
– Extra tools to support preparing for reform

•

Provides analysis to save time, an on-line version of the events but
accessible 365 days per year, and updated regularly

•

Multiple tools showing individual authority analysis either comparatively or
providing projections
– New in 2018/19: SR19 Modeller; Local taxation CTB variations; Projector of revised
business rates baselines; Future Balance of Funding

•

Lower Tier £1,235 (£1,060) and Upper Tier £2,020 (£1,845) pro-rata for 9
months
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